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FOREWORD

It gives me great pleasure to observe that the Consultative Forum of
Vice Chancellorsof South-EastUniversities hasbeen able to put heads
together to compile, in printed and handy form, this important
document titled "Education at the Crossroadsin the South-EastZone
of Nigeria: Values,Perceptionsand New Direction". This compilation
is the resultant outcome of the first annual South-East Education
Summitheld on 15th -16th May,2002,at the NnamdiAzikiwe University,
Awka. That Summit, which attracted important dignitaries from the
Zone (including intellectuals, traditional rulers, elder statesmen,
religious leaders, government functionaries and non-governmental
organisations), was aimed at stemming the tide of falling educational
values in the Zone which was the resultant effect of the 30 month
old Nigerian Civil War (1967-1970). The Civil War also affected the
yearning and enthusiasm for education, especially among the male
folks, who prefer to acquire material wealth within the shortest
possible time than acquiring relevant education. Both teachers and
students, consequent upon this set back, lack dedication and
commitment to schoolwork. The society in general appeared to hold
the academics in very low esteem and rever those who acquired
material wealth by hook or crook.

The Consultative Forum of Vice Chancellors of the ten
Universities located in the South EastZoneof Nigeria, in consequence
of the foregoing observed lapses in educational values in the Zone,
felt that the time has now come for these negative trends to be
reversed in the overall interest of our people. The Forum, which is
strictly non-political and non-sectarian, started asan anti-secret cult
movement set up to enable Vice Chancellorscoordinate efforts in thE
fight against cultism. In the processof their deliberations, the ViCE
Chancellorsagreedthat cultism wasone of the symptomsof declinin~
educational values, hence the idea of the Summit.

The papers on each of the sevensub themes presented durin~
Summit by eminent scholarsrequire detailed study and understandin~
by all stakeholders in education in the Zone with a view to evolvin~
practical solutions to the problems identified. The problems are,
indeed, enormous,but with appropriate knowledge,necessarypolitical
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will, dedication and effective leadership, the falling educational values
could be revived for the progress and development of the Zone. In
this connection, the Government, the Institutions themselves, the
Society and the Church have vital roles to play in this onerous task of
reviving educational values in the Zone.

This document, therefore, has been produced to enable the
Governments, the Institutions, Churches, Parents and the Society at
large to reflect on the problems identified and the suggested solutions
and, therefore, get the necessary machinery in motion for their
implementation in no distant future.

Prof. Pita Ejiofor
Vice-Chancellor,
Nnamdi Azikiwe University,
Awka.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

THE ROLE OF GOVERNMENT IN REVIVING EDUCATION IN THE
SOUTH-EAST ZONE OF NIGERIA

By

A. E. AFIGBO (NNOM)
Abia State Universi(v. Jturu - Abia State

Sages have often said it t: lat the past is like a rose whose
faded petals are forever sweet. The popular view among the
Igbo, and a blanket view for that matter, is that the golden age
in our educational history already lies in the past. It is this
popular view that informs the topic assigned to me by the
organisers of today's event for treatment before this august
gathering. Hence it is assumed that the role of government in
the attempt to deal with the educational crisis that faces Ndi
Igbo today is one' revival. In my own humble opinion the role
of government is one of revival. It is also not one of revival.
In other words, the matter is not as simple as it would appear
to be on the surface. What are the facts?

Modern, that is Western, education, the education we are
talking about at this conference, was introduced into Igboland
about more than half a century after it had been in existence
in Yorubaland. But within about fifty years of its introduction,
Ndi Igbo had gained a reputation nationwide, and indeed
worldwide, as a people second to none in their thirst and desire
for the commodity and for the fact that they would go to any
length to acquire it.

Now the education in question was colonial education with
very limited range and objectives. It was introduced by the
colonial authorities (secular and missionary) for their own very
limited objectives of raising the low grade manpower which they
needed to staff the lo'.•.er echelot')s of their colonial establishments
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- the administration, the missionary organizations, the tradir
companies, the teaching service etc. After all, all they needE
was the men and women to help them carry through the
modest policy of "supervising and controlling" the exploitatic
of the natural resources of our land using largely the untrainE
masses. It was around the neck of this very modest education;
philosophy and approach that the bombastic label, education f(
manpower development, was later hung. As the manpowE
required for supervising and controlling the exploitation of th
natural resources - cotton, cocoa, palm produce, groundnut~
shea butter, coal, tin, mineral oil - grew in volume and rangE
the educational system also grew in quantity and range. Frol
low level manpower it grew to middle-level manpower, and frol
middle level manpower to high level manpower. This summariSE
and explains the history of Western education in Nigeria fror
the primary, through the secondary to the tertiary levels, fror
the dim days of Lugard to those of Elliot and Ashby and eve
to the celebrated National Policy in Education of the 1970s.
has always been manpower and still more manpower. ManpowE
for what? Manpower for the exploitation (now call developmenl
of our material resources. The perceptive can easily see this c
the father/mother, as the fons et origo, of our contemporar
national illness - unblinking crass materialism that does nc
distinguish between right and wrong ways of becoming rich.

But education properly conceptualised, designed an
implemented should serve as a multi-pronged instrument fc
constructing and maintaining a human society. There should b
prongs targeted on the development of societal values such a

material development (which Nigerian education has emphasized]
and those which have been neglected - education for democrac

and for citizenship, education for social peace and securit~
education for gender equality, education for leadership, educatio
for followship and so on. Other prongs should be targeted 0
the development of human values, that is the development c
those values which pertain to man as man, to man as bod)
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mind and spirit. These prongs include education for self
realisation or for the fullest development of the inborn or
inherent abilities of man. Here we have in mind the ability to
do (produce), to love, to exercise patience, to be compassionate,
to be caring, to be tolerant and to be of service to fellow men.

In implementation the nc.rrowly based colonial education
had certain features which should be highlighted. It fell into
three segments - the primary, the secondary and the tertiary
with the latter being the youngest of the three. Until about the
late 1930 there was no tertiary institution any where in Nigeria.
Then came the Yaba Higher College (1930), the University
College, Ibadan (now the University of Ibadan) (1948). Today
there are more than three score tertiary institutions in the
country. The Igbo area alone has ten universities. Until the
end of the Nigerian Civil War the primary school segment in Igbo
land was completely in the hands of missionary bodies. That is
to say there was in that area no private or government
participation. In the secondary segment the government showed
a token presence - only about three secondary schools for boys
at Umudike, Afikpo and Owerri and one for girls at Enugu.
There were a few privately owned secondary schools as well as
some owned by communities. The overwhelming numbers
belonged to the Christian missions, especially to the RCM, the
CMS and the Methodists. In other words, one notable feature of
our past record in education was the availability of choice - that
is choice between private, community, government and mission
schools at the secondary level. Even at the primary level where
the missions exercised monopoly, there was room for choice .
between Roman Catholic, Anglican, Methodist, Presbyterian and
Seventh day Adventist Schools. But with the end of the civil
war, and for reasons which we do not have the space/ to go into
here because of their controversial nature, the governments
were made to take over all the schools at the primary and
secondary levels. However. since the late eighties, the missions
and private persons hc',:e once again started owning schools at
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the two levels. Even the tertiary level formerly monopolized by
governments is now being opened up for participation by
individuals and corporate bodies such as the missions. In the
view of many commentators, the massive involvement of private
agencies in education, with its advantage of offering alternatives
to parents and pupils, was one of the strengths of education in
Igboland in the period before 1970.

One more feature of our past performance in education
calls for attention in this work and here we are referring to
the quality and standards achieved. It had a double monitoring
system which, perhaps, was the key to the apparently high
standards achieved and maintained. The premier monitoring
system was that established and run by government which ,
inter alia, determined the curricular pursued, set standards of
certification for teachers, ran a few secondary and teacher
training colleges to give practical example of the standards
expected and then also carried out regular inspection to ensure
that the guidelines approved by it were being followed. The
missionary agencies also had their own inspectorate service
designed to ensure that their schools were kept in a state of
readiness for government inspection and that they toed certain
minimal lines set up by the missions for their schools as
agencies of proselytisation. They also had their own teacher
training colleges for raising teachers who had the orientation

required for service in a missionary outfit. In the ~econdary and
teacher training schools, and in some mission primary schools,
boarding facilities existed and were in fact the norm. The
boarding facilities made for discipline and proper orientation
amongst teachers and students. They also helped to focus
attention on academic work. All these created conditions and

attitudes that promoted the attainment of the expected quality
and standards in the products of the system. Another factor
that helped to maintain and promote standards and quality was
the payment of school fees. These were pitched at a level that
they made significant contributions to the fund required for
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running the schools. The burden of paying school fees pitched at
a certain critical level ensured that families kept in the schools
only such of their children as showed at least a modicum of
competence, and vocation for learning.

The foregoing gives us, at a glance, a picture of our
educational system during what many regard as its heroic or
golden age. Now the question can be posed as to whether in
facing the contemporary problems of education in Igboland
government should concern itself with those actions which
promise to revive this system or whether government should aim
at not just revival but go beyond revival. To answer this
question we shall take up in turn the three features of that
system analysed above, viz - philosophy and goal, structure and
organisation, quality and standards - before bringing in other
aspects.

With respect to philosophy and goal, our inhereted
colonial system of education operated on a very narrow base
known as education for manpower development. In our present
era of globalised existence we need to widen the base radically
to address not only social values but also human values. What
these societal values and human values are have already been
spelt out in this paper. The part which government should play
here is to help organise an education summit involving all
stakeholders. The purpose of such a summit should be twofold.
The first is to invent an education based on the pursuit of
human and social values as already argued. The second is to
come out with a decennial plan of action accepted by all
political parties. Such a plan will ensure that education is not
politicised for it is too vital a commodity for partisan politics.
With such a plan there will be continuity in our educational
offerings no matter what party is in government. At the end of
each decennial plan a similar plan should be worked out by a
similar summit for implementation for a similar period.

With respect to structure and organisation there are
features crying rJt only for revival but for new emphasis.
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These lnclude the lnvolvement in educatlon of the government,
the mlsslonary agencies, other agencles from the private sector
and then enl1ghtened well-to-do individuals. The variety of
optlons and offerings which this arrangement made posslble ln
the past can "indeed be described as the life-line of the whole
system. There is nothing to gain either from dead unlformlty or
from monopoly. Indeed, there is much to lose. Also
government should give greater attention to the primary and
secondary segments of the system. Unless the base of the
system (prlmary education) and its stem (secondary educatlon)
are sturdy and healthy the tertlary segment and the soclety as
a whole wHl suffer untold damage. The inteltectual excellence
of the tertlary segment up to Jbout 1985 was owed largely to
the fact that they recruited their students from a pool of young
men and women who received grooming ln equally excellent
prlmary and secondary schools.

In the area of quality and standards government has a
major role to play. Here one would almost recommend revlvlng
the old system lock, stock and barrel. The old systems of
inspection should be revived with a new emphasis ln order to
ensure that schools put premlum on discipl1ne and that both
staff and students return to the classroom and thus, as
prevlously, see teaching and learning as full tlme rather than as
part-time business. Government should ensure that the
infrastructure and facilities of their schools match the numbers

enrolled, and that private educational managers achieve similar
standards in their own schools. Government should also ensure

that, while education is made available to all, room is created

for the gifted to stride along without necessarily being held up
by the weaker breth ren.

But perhaps the greatest challenge which faces the
government and other stakeholders in this matter is how to
revive and heighten the legendary interest and enthusiasm of
the Igbo man in education. The fact of the matter is that the
Igbo man embraced education when he did and the way he did
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because of what was perceived as the rewards which came the
way of the educated. Those rewards were mainly materialistic
because the philosophy and objectives of education ran, as
already shown, along that line. When there was a falling of
those rewards as seen in the downward spiriling of the status of
occupants of white colour jobs, that enthusiasm and interest
waned. When it was demonstrated that one did not need

knowledge to get on in life materially, what little interest
remained in education transformed from interest in knowledge to
interest in paper qualification no matter how obtained. This
explains the rut that has eaten deep into the system from the
primary to the tertiary not only' amongst students but also
amongst their teachers.

Three lines of action recommend themselves here. The

first and the most important ha.s already been mentioned, that
is the re-definition of the philosophy and goals of education as
primarily for the development of human values and only
secondarily for societal or material values. This should make it
quite clear to those who have the ears to hear and the eyes to
see that the rewards of education cannot be measured in

material terms and that whoever goes for education for paper
qualification instead of for education for knowledge merely
short-changes himself. The second line of action is to build into
the system adequate material rewards. Education for human
values and for knowledge is not necessarily in conflict with a life
lived in reasonable comfort. The incentives or rewards we have

in mind include scholarships and bursaries for gifted pupils no
mater the level of society they come from ad then adequate and
prompt rewards (Le. salaries and wages) for workers in the
public sector. The third line of action is the psychological re
orientation of parents and their children through proper instruction
on the real purpose of education, on the fact that the right to
know is a separate and autonomous right in the same manner
that the right tc/.'ork is. Thus one should not sacrifice his right
to know jus: :eC2use the society has been run in such an
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incompetent manner that the right to work has become a kind of
illusion. In any case no one who goes through an education that
develops his abilities as a human being can ever find himself in
a situation that denies him all access to gainful employment. It
is the man whose education has run on a very narrow front who
faces such a risk most of his life especially in a society run in
the wayward fashion that Nigeria has been run since independence.

There are a number of other things calling for the attention
of governments, but these are related to details of day to day
administration and thus will not be taken up in this paper which
is concerned mainly with large issues of policy. For these the
governments of the Igbo states are referred to the publication
Educational Policy and Administration in Imo State of Nigeria:
A Colloquium (Africana -FEP Publishers Ltd., Onitsha, 1986). This
work, which focuses on Education in the old Imo State, was
produced in 1985 when the present speaker was Commissioner for
Education in Imo State. It contains an incisive analysis of the
crisis in education in post-civil war Igboland and of the ways to
address them. The Governments of the Igbo States can still
benefit from the proposals put forward there inspite of the
passage of years. The crisis which it addressed has not changed
in character, much as it may have become more pervasive.
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